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Discovery and Despair exhibit
on display through Febmary 9
By Jennifer Hill
News Writer
Photographer Alvin
Gillens and Torsten Hess,
historian/curator of the
Mittlebau-Dora memorial, officially opened
Discovery n11d Despair, an
exhibit of hauntingly exquisite photographs and
artifacts from this underground concentration
camp Sunday, January 14
in the Union Grove Gallery on the campus of
UAH. Both
Gillens and Hess gave
tal~s
about
the
Mittlebau-Dora exhibit
in the Union Grove Gallery at 3 p.m. in room 200
of Morton Hall.
The name MittlebauDora may hold little
meaning for most
people, yet for some it
conjures painful memories of a concentration
camp where brutality,
starvation and death
were an everyday occurrence. Located near!}
two miles northwest of
ordhausen, Germany,
this concentration camp
during the 1940's was the
hub of V-rocket production, fueled by a slave labor force of 60,000 politically dissident or racially
unfit prisoners. Of these
60,000 inmates, 20,000
died because of starvation, hanging, beating, or
di ease.
Gillens and Hess have
been highly instrumental
in expanding the public's
knowledge of the atrocities that occurred in
Mittlebau-Dora. Gillens,
a well-renown photographer is currently assisting the creation of the
documentary film, "The

Bush appoints·
his new cabinet
former President's Bush
and Clinton, Powell is unNews 'Writer
doubtedly qualified for
In just two short days, his appointment as SecreGeorge W. Bush will offi- tary of State.
cially be sworn in as the
Perhaps less recogniznew President of the able, but no less qualified
United States. In these last for his appointment is the
day~ before his adminis- new Secretary of Comtration begins, the sup- merce, Don Evans. Evans,
porting cast of the first a close friend of Bush for
administration of the new over 30 years, brings the
millenium are slowly fall- experience he received as
ing into place. While the longtime CEO of Tom
some of Bush's appointees Brown, a midland based
have sailed smoothly oil and gas company. No
through the rough waters doubt Bush could not be
of the House and Senate, accused of excluding miothers have faced tough norities from his cabinet.
scrutiny from Congress His choice for Secretary of
and from activist groups Housing fled Cuba at the
who question the intent of age of 15 to become an
American citizen. The
the nominees.
First among those who new Secretary of Housing,
were appointed with no Mel Martinez is the former
resistance from Congress Chairman of Orange
or the public was surely County Florida, and the
General Colin Powell, Chairman of the Florida
leader of the U.S. forces Housing Authority.
who fought under George
Our new Secretary of
H.W. Bush during the the Treasury comes from a
Gulf War. General Powell long political and profesbrings an aura of respect sional background. Paul
to his station and serves as O'Neill served as the
a strong and powerful role Deputy Budget Director in
model to the African- the Ford Administration
American community, as under current Vice Presiwell as to all Americans. dent elect Dick Cheney.
Powell was approached to From there, O'Neill enrun for Vice President on tered the private sector
the Republican ticket this and spent 13 years as the
year but refused the offer.
See Cabinet,
Having served as a Joint
C h ief of Staff u nder
page9

By Carter Garza

Photographer Alvin
Gilens
(11t
rigltt)
published Discovery ll1UI
Desp11ir (pltoto of j 11Cket
co v er 11bove), a book
featuring photographs
taken at Mittlebau-Dora
and providing historical
information concerning
the concentration camp
and the slave laborers
who were held prisoner
there.
(Photos by
Dauphne Rogers with
permission granted by
Gilens)
Dora Caves-The Dark
Side of Genius" which describes the details of what
transpired in the underground concentration
camp.
After the war, American soldiers ransacked
Dora in a ttempts to re-

Index

cover any information
that the U.S. could use for
their own military programs and the n turned
control of the site over to
the Soviet Union. After a
second destructive search
of its tunnels by the Soviet
Union, Dora was sealed

See Exhibit,
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by the Russians and remained unopened for
nearly 50 years until
1995. Gillens was one of
the few who were first
allowed into Dora's dark
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The perfect Valentine's Day gift

Teck

By Matt Stokes
News Writer

talk
By Greg Bacon
'Jl!clmo/ogy miter
Want to become rich and famous while helping people out at the same time?
If you've been around UAH for more than a
couple of semesters, then you're probably aware
of the University's policy that no student must
suffer the indignity of taking more than two finals on the same day. The policy is great until
someone tries to invoke it, because it's up to students to secure their instructors' permission to re-schedule finals. "Great," our fearless hero thinks,
''now I can delay that final I was dreading because
I hated the material, the teacher was boring, and I
hardly ever went," so he asks about rescheduling
the final. Anyone who has been in that situation
can predict the response: ''Did you talk to the other
instmctors yet?" I never had the luxury of being
the guy in the E"Trade commercial who got room,
board, and spending money in exchange for rubbing some rich old lady's bunions, so I had to go
see professors on my lunch break or some other
time that J could get away from work. Instructors
are hard enough to catch as it is, so three in the
same day near finals pretty much requires a
miracle.
With all the Ph.D.s in the employ of the University, surely someone is clever enough to come
up with a finals schedule such that no one would
have more than two finaJs on the same day and
thus sparing the headache of trying to reschedule
an exam. If lhat were true, that clever mind would
quickly be a former UAH professor and on the
way to enjoying a pipe in his study near his new
job at MIT or Harvard or Cambridge or Oxford
and writing an acceptance speech for the Nobel
Prize and a MacArthur Grant.
lf UAH had only a handful of courses and a
month over which to schedule exams, it would be
possible to come up with a headache-Jess finals
schedule. The problem is that as the number of
courses (and the number of sections of those
courses) increases, the number of possible finals
schedules increases factorially. (For you nongeeks, n factorial - written as n! - is n times n-1
times n-2 down to 1. So 5! is five times four times
three times two times one or 120. To give you an
idea of how quickly factorial grows, 6! = 720 and
7! = 5040. 10! is more than 3.5 million. 100! is
about 9.3 times ten to the 157th power.) Look in a
timetable and estimate the nwnber of se(tions offered at UAH, and you'll realize that even UAH's
•most diligent underachiever will graduate before
someone could test all the possibilities for one se-

mester.
1his scheduling problem is an example of what
computer scientists and mathematicians call NPcomplete problems. Informally, it's easy to verify
potential solutions to NP-complete problems, but
no one knows of a fast way to construct a correct
solution. NP-complete problems also have the
interesting property that if you find a fast way to
solve one, that fast solution can be applied to yield
a f~t solution to all other NP-complete problems!
In other words, people all over the world who have
been grappling with excruciatingly difficult problems would want to use your solution. To put it
in terms of economics, there would be near-infinite demand, and you'd control the supply. lf you
still don't get it: think "ka-ching!"
If the exam scheduling problem seems too hard,
there are plenty of other NP-complete problems.
For instance, say you work for the FCC, and you're
in charge of assigning frequencies to FM stations.

See Baco~ page 9

This Valentine's Day,
for the eleventh consecutive yea r, the American
Social Health Association
(ASHA) will sponsor National Condom Day, as a
reminder to "love responsibly".
"Valentine's Day is nationally recognized as a
time for love, to tell that
special person in your life
just how much they mean
to you," says Linda
Alexander, President and
CEO for ASHA. The purpose of National Condom
Day is to "encourage
people to talk openly and
honestly ... about the sensitive subject of condoms
as a way lo reduce the risk
of sexually transmitted
diseases."
Of the 283.4 million
people presently living in

the United States, ASHA
has estimated 15.3 million
cases of STDs diagnosed
every year. Most of these
people never even realize
that they have one. According to Alexander, "by
using a condom you avoid
getting or transmitting an
infection that you might
not even know you have."
However, according to
Dr. Joe Mcllhaney, an infertility specialist and
president of the nonprofit
Medical Institute, more
than 90 percent of cervical
cancer in the United States
is caused by the STD
known
as
human
papillomavirus (HPV).
Approximately 28 million
Americans have HPV, a
much greater number
than the 15.3 million reported by ASHA. HPV,
unlike most STDs, is
spread through skin-toskin contact, rather than

~~

•.~J>o:>-

Free condoms are available at the UAH Wellneu
· Center in the University Center. (Photo by J. Caleb
Clanton)
the exchange of bodily fluids.
In a 1988 Time magazine article, Dr. Stephen
Curry of lhe New England
Medical Center in Boston
commented on HPV, "This

virus is ram pant. If it were
not for AIDS, stories about
it would be on the front
page of every newspa-

See Gift,
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Across the Campus
Do you think that the Arctic Refuge in Alaska should be protected
from oil drilling? Why or why not?

Photos by Dauphne Kogen

Kevin
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Eliott
Taylor

Sophomore
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Engineering

Brenda
Warfield

Alison
Hayes

Junior
Music
Technology

Senior
Social Work

Sophomore
Business
Managemellf

"Yes, I think the refuge
should be protected from
oil drilling. Besides, gas
prices have stabilized now
anyway."

"Yes, it should be protected. We use too many
resources as it. The need
for gas will never be high
enough to destroy wildlife."

"Yes, I do think the refuge "Yes I thinkshould. A ref,
t ct
need to be protected be- u gc is meant to pr~ e
ca use the environment animals and the environ·
was here before people ment. The governm~;,~
were. We'll all need the • has no right to destroy 1 •
environment in the future."

Women's Communiry Health Center
Abortion Service
Free Regular Pregnancy Testing
Huntsville's Only Clinic
Licenced by the State of
Alabama to perform Abortions

533.9228
131 Longwood Dr. SW

Toll Free
1-800-666-9228

~
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Lowery speaks at UAH's annual MLK program
By Jennifer Hill
News Writer
UAH's annual Martin
Luther King Jr. Program
on January 11 was recently
honored by the appearance of civil rights activist
and guest speaker, Dr. Jo-

By J. Caleb

Clanton

:aleb

News Editor

were
1bout
front
•spa-

For those interested in
studying a discipline concerned with fusion energy
science at the graduate
le\ el, there is now a new
way of easing the pain of
paying for such an education. The U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) announced that it will be
sponsoring the Fusion Energy Sciences (FES) Fellowship Program.
Administered by the
Oak Ridge Institu te for
Science and Educat ion
(ORISE), the FES Fellow-

--

Lowery's involvement
with the civil rights movement in Mobile led to the
dE>segregation of buses
and other public means of
transport. Lowery has
also been a , ocal proponent against the burning
of predominant! y African-

American churches and
has served as the pastor of
several Alabama United
Methodist churches in
Alex City, Mobile, Birmingham and Atlanta.
The annual Martin
Luther King Jr. Program
opened with an invoca-

New fellowships available for
those in area of fusion energy

lneu

reftecl
ron·
1ent
' ii-"

seph Lowery. Lowery, a
native of Huntsville has
been deeply involved in
the civil rights movement
for more than fifty years
and has served as a d ynamic leader of the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference. In 1965,

Page 3

ship will accommodate
Ph.D. students by furnishing full tuition and fees,
mon thly stipends, and
additional experience at a
DOE faci lity.
The criteria for the selection of the fellowship
offers include grade point
average, Graduate Record
Examination
(GRE)
scores, letters of recommen dation,
h onors/
awards, and a statement
of career goals by the app licant. Each applicant
m ust a lso su bmit a student application and official GRE scores.
The fellowshi ps are exclusively available to underg raduate seniors or

graduate students who
have completed not more
than one academic term.
Applicants must be U.S.
citizens or permanent residents.
The acceptance deadline for the application is
January 29, 2001. Announcements concerning
fellowship offers will be
made in April.
Applications for the
FES fellowsh ip can be
downloaded from the Internet at the following address:
htt p://
www.o rau.gov/ orise/
edu/ uggrad/ fesfel.h tm .
For addi tional in formation, you can contact
Debbie
Alcorn
at

State Auditor Parker
increases productivity
By Keith Conrad
News Writer
Technolog; can be a
wonderful thing, even
when it allows the State
Auditor to do more with
the lime she has. State
Auditor Susan Parker reports that her s taff has
been able to increase the
number of property audits
by 750 percent. In 1999,
the State Auditor's office
completed 10 audits, in
the year 2000, they completed 85 audi ts.
This dramatic improvement has come about due
to a number of fac tors.
First, Parker reorganized
the Department and
added add itiona I property inventory officers to
the staff. Most of the credit
however, goes to the new
technology which allows
auditors to use a computerized scanner rather then
a pencil and paper. For
example, Parker says, "audits of large agencies like
the Department of I luman
Resources and the Alabama Department of l:.du-

cation took several
months to complete in
1999 because the staff had
to enter thousands of
property numbers by
hand into the computer.
With the new scanners, a
print out of missing assets
was obtained in minutes."
In addition, credit has
lo be given to the staff for
their abili ty to adapt lo
this drastic change in their
procedure." Anytime you
institu te some thing new,
there can be resistance, but
I have been very impressed with the willingness of the properly pro-

fessionals to learn the new
computerized system and
make it work," Parker
said. "Our staff has
worked diligently to train
and assist the field personnel as they make the transition."
"I am thrilled with the
progress the office has
been able to make," said
Parker. "The audits were
eight years behind in 1997
and by 2002 we hope lo be
current with the audits of
the one hundred and
sixty-three stale agencies
we audit."

Gift, continued from page 2
per." Like AIDS, HPV is
not curable.
Thi rt y percent of all
women in the United
States are infected with
HPV-a considerable percentage.
Recently, The House of
Representatives overwhelmingly passed the
Breast and Cervical Cancer Treatment Act. The btll
included an amendment
mandating that condoms

be equipped with warning labels alerting potential users to condoms' ineffectiveness in protecting
against HPV.
For more information
about condoms or about
sexually transmitted diseases, call the CDC alional STD and AIDS
Hotlines at either 1-800342-2437 or 1-800-2278922.

alcornd@orau.gov, (865)
576-3428; Tom Richmond
at richmont@orau.gov,
(865) 576-2194; or you can
write ORISE-SEE, r~O. Box
117, MS 36, Oak Ridge, TN
37831-0117.
The FES program is a
research effort primarily
aimed at obtaining important scientific knowledge
and useful benefits, especially in terms of more
economically and environmen tally adva n tageous energy options. The
FES program also works
in coopera tion w it h a
number of inte rna tional
partners w ith similar interests.

u

lion by the retired pasto r,
Dr Henr, Bradford Jr. and
followed with a welcoming address by UAH's
provost, Dr. Lewis
Radonovich. Dr. Lowery
spoke to a packed room of
assorted faculty, interested
students and other notable guests. Lowery began his speech with a reminder of what the holiday represented and emph<!sized the need to understand the reasons why
our nation celebrates the
birthday of Martin Luther
King Jr.
He described King as a
man who "had a fi re in his
belly that couldn't be
beaten out" and continued
to explain King's importance to a nation "ridden

by violence." Lowery
emphasized, "The holiday
is more than the man beca use it symbolizes the
national commitment to
racial justice and human
dignity."
Lowery spoke strongly
against violence, guns and
blamed the current violent
state of our system upon
a society that lashes out
instead of solving problems in a peaceful manner.
"Martin Luther King was
abo u t simp lifying an d
making it p lain to th e
people," sa id Lowery.
"And it makes sense that
we try to work things out
because we're he re together on this planet and
we' re not going an ywhe re."

In flalion. ls 13aling
Y<>ur Savings 1.;>r l_unch.
Invest in Series I Bonds. They' re
guaranteed to beat Inflation . And
you can get started
with just $50.

TIii Ulliverllly II Alabama ii Huntavlll

www.savingsbonds.gov
A ,:-,uohc ~...-rv,c.c of tll,s n(..~1.:>~n=~•

~(a)i
'
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How can a UAH
student
pick up lots of
extra CASH?

Why not join other UAH students and work
with the annual fundraising phonathon
in one of the most rewarding jobs on campus. Help raise money for UAH by calling
alumni across the country.
Great Benefits ...
Salary of $6.15 per hour
Prizes from corporate sponsors
OBTAIN PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
FOR SALES, MARKETING AND PUBLIC
RELATIONS
Excellent on any resume or graduate school application

Evening hours: 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
On-campus location
Experience that will benefit you for a life-time
Limited positions available. Apply now\
For more information,
e-mail or call Charles W ood
woodc@uah .edu
256/824-6504
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Charger
Sportsline
A QUICK UPDATE FROM UAH ATHLETICS

Ice Hockey
Record: 11-8-1 6-3-1 in CHA
UAH 5, Findlay 1
UAH 3, Findlay 3

Upromina am.es
01/19 vs. Air Force at 7:00 p.m. at VBC
01/20 vs. Air Force at 7:00 p.m. at VBC

Men's Basketball
Record: 12-3, 3-1 in GSC
West Georaia 80 UAH 78
UAH 66. Oakland Citv 53

u----.t-- ames

01 /20 at Vald osta State at 7:00 p.m. in Valdosta, GA
01/22 vs. West A labama at 7:30 p.m. a t Spragins
H all

Women's Basketball

l

Record: &-6 4-1 in G SC'
UAH60'West Geomia59
UAH 68, Oakland City 59

u

.

ames

01/20 at Valdosta State at 4:30 p.m. in Valdosta, GA
01/22 vs. West Alabama at 5:30 p.m. a t Spracins
Hall

Hockey heats up on home ice
By Keith Conrad
Sports Writer
Only a few short days
ago, the Chargers looked
like their hot start would
turn into a season of disappolntment. Going into
the last day of the Twentieth Century, the Chargers
had lost a team record
seven consecutive games
and it seemed like you
could almost feel the season s lipping from their
grasp. Of course, now that
seems like it was a century
ago.
UAH opened the new
millennium with a sweep
of Wayne State on WSU
ice. This weekend at the
VBC, the Chargers kept
the streak alive with a 5-1
win and a 3-3 tie against
the Findlay Oilers. With
the series win, the Chargers improved to 11-8-1 on
the year with an impressive 6-3-1 record in the
CHA. While the Chargers
were facing off against the
Oilers, Niagara was
beaten by Way ne State,
which allowed UAH to
pull a little bit closer to the

Charger Hockey added to their new unbeaten streak this weekend by going 1_.
1 against Findlay. The Chargers will square off this weekend against Air Force II
the VBC (Photo by Danny Parker)
Purple Eagles in the CHA.
Frida'y night, the
Chargers would strike
early and often against the
Oiler defense, scoring all

five of their goals in the
first two periods. Mike
Funk would do the early
damage for the Chargers
with a goal ten minutes

into the game. Findlay
would not go quietly how-

See HockeJ
pagell

Braves tomahawk Chargers' streak at Spragins
By Ronak Patel
Sports Knter
All good things do
come to an end, that occasion for the nationallyranked UAH Chargers
came this past Saturday
night at Spragins Hall. The
West Georgia Braves came
into Spragins a nd did
what the past twenty
teams that ventured into
Huntsville couldn't do,
and that was come away
with the victory.
West Georgia, who entered the game on a sixgame winning streak, upended UAH 80-78 here on
the campus of UAH. The
loss for UAH ended their
home-court
winning
streak at twenty games.
UAH raced out to a

The Men's Basketball
team saw their 20-ga.me
home-court winning
streak snapped this past
weekend in an overtime
loss to West Georgia.
(Photo by Danny Parker)

early 9-4 lead in the
game's first four minutes,
but the Braves countered
with a 6-11 spurt to tie the
game at twenty when Jeff
Hickman connected on a
three-pointer with under
ten minutes left in the first
half. The rest of the first
half was nip and tuck.
Anthony Moore connected on two free throws
with seven seconds left in
the first half to give the
Braves a 39-37 lead over
UAH going into halftime.
The second half saw
West Georgia build a lead
that, at one time, was at
seven, but UAI I was not
going lo cave in. The
Chargers got to within one
with just under six minutes to play, but guard Jeff
I lickman connected on a
l~ree on Lhe ensuing position to up the lead to four.
West Georgia extended
the lead to seven with under a minute left to play
before UAI l's Joe Smith
almost single-handily sent
the game into overtime.

The Braves were led by
Smith connected on two
Bryant
Redd's 18 points,
three's and a two-pointer
during the final forty sec- seven rebounds, and five
onds of the game, but it assists. Hickman scored
wasn't enough. The clock 19 points, and Moore
struck zero and the chipped in with 15 points
scoreboard read West and five rebounds.
The loss dropped
Georgia 80, UAH 78.
UAI l's overall record to
The Humsville Times
11 -3 and 3-1 in the GSC.
quoted UAH coach Lennie
West Georgia, who were
Acuff as saying. " I really
tip my hat to West Georgia
the preseason favon·1~ 10
win the conference, im·
- they were great. They
played a little bit better than Proved their record 10 12"
· the
we did.
3 overall and 5-0 10
GS . The Braves now
"It seemed like we could
never get a handle on them
lead the GSC East.
UA H fell in the nadefensively. We never did
quit. We came back, we
tional rankings from ~o.
came back, but we ju~t
12 to No. 18 after the enever could get over the
feat.
.
Smith moved in 10
hump to win the basJ..etball
.
,-;istsal
game. And they had an
fourth all-time tn 3 · He
awful lot to do wtth that."
UA I r during the game. h
UAI I was lead by su rpassed Jo h n 11anna
Saevar Sigurmundsson's on the list.
h me
UA I I's nc,t o
22 points and nine re. be on January
bounds. Smith added 19 g a me will
points, seven assists, and 22 against ~c5 I Al abafll<l·
led
six rebounds.
Fred The tip-off 1s schedu
McGinnis and Chris for 7 p.m.
Scobey had 12 apiece in
the contest.

~
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Young leads Lady Chargers to 4th
victory in Gulf South Conference
By Renea
Harrison
Sports Writer
In lhl' last few weekc;,
the U \ 11 Lad} Charger
Bac;ketball leam has really
begun lo Lum lheirc;eason
.1round. The h.1rd \\.'Ork
lheyhave put into this season is pa) ing off, and the
rcsull is a winning record.
The Lady Cha,gers (7-6
o"crall, -l-1 in GSC} compll'ted their most recent
win al Spragins I tall last
Saturday night against the
Uni\·ersily of We-,1 Georgia Lady Braves.
The firc;t half of this
game was fai r!~ dic;heart(!ning. The Lady Chargers
c;hot just 27 percent from
the field, compared with
West Georgia's '14 percent.
At halftime the score was
19-27 in favor of Wec;t
Georgia.
The second half wac; a
different s tory, hO\\.ever.
UA H came out ready to
win for the home crowd,
a nd their determination
was profitable. In the second half, the Lady Charg-

lS

By Ronak Patel

rd to
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In a history-making
season for the young
UA I I Women's Socce r
program, two of their
players "vere gi,.en postseason honors for their
outc;landing play throughout the season.
Forward Cory Vilder
,rnd defender Susan
Bogen,chutz were named
to the All Culf South Conference te,1ms. Vilders was
named to the first team
while Bogenschutz garnl'red c;C'cond team honors.
Vildcrs, "':ho came lo
the UAI I campus by way
of Ml. Vernon, Washington, 1s just two goals av,a\
from breaking the career
record for goals, which
stands at 12. She collected
10 goals in her superb performance for the Lady
Charger-, in 2000. Vilder,
wc1c; also c1mong the conference leaders in scoring,
vviih
0.59
goals per game.
While Vilderssupplied

the offensive firepower for
this team, Bogenschutz
earned her accolades with
tough defense. She scored
one goal and collected
three assists on the season,
but don't judge her based
on tho e s tatistics. Judge
her performance by the
numerous times she
stopped oppo ing teams
from penetrating the Lady
Chargers' side of the field.
Bogenschutz, who hails
from Cincinnati, Ohio,
was one of the mam culprits that helped this team
hold opposing teams to
1.68 goals per game while·
tallying three hutouts.
The vouth of this pair
to go aiong with the rest
of the Lad\ Chargers
brings added intrigue.
The squad loses only senior captain Amber
Shahan . Thirteen freshmen and four sophomores
wm return alongside seniors-to-be
\ltackey
Habi s reitinger, Stacy
Anacker and Amelia
Tyson. All told, twenty of
the twenty-one players
thal played on this record

,mfsvegas
35899
By Danny
Parker
Sports Editor

I

Big brother in
big trouble

Katie Cunningham is one of many new faces for the
Lady Chargers that have helped turn their season
around. The women are riding a f o ~ e winning
streak into Valdosta, Georgia, this Saturday against
Valdosta State. (Photo by Danny Parker)
had a rough first half. If
they can play below their
potential, and still manage
to win games agai nst
good te;ims, the Lady
Cha rgers a re in a good
position to finish up the
season on a very good
note.

Please come out and
support you r Lady Chargers at their n ext h ome
game against the University of West Alabama on
January 22 al Spragins
I !all.

Vilders and Bogenschutz earn
All-Gulf South Conf. honors
Sports Writer

pped

ers shut down the Lady
Braves offense, and
greatly improved their
own. When the game was
over, UAH was victorious.
The final score was 67-59.
The Hrml~villt• //me,;
quoted head coach Connie
Guinn as say mg, "First of
all, I \\.ant to gi\e Wec;t
Georgia credit. They came
in with a game plan and
the\ executed to a 'T in
the.first half. It came down
to it in the ~econd ha If and
we dug down a little bit
deeper and showed that
we did ha\e c;ome pride."
Kim Young was a huge
factor in the victory. She
finic;hed the game with 27
points and eight rebounds. Young was also
perfect from the freethrow line. LaDonna
Sears added 11 points and
nine rebounds. Katie
Cunningham and Lind~ay
Floyd rounded out the top
four UAI I scorers with
eight points and seven
points, respectively
This game was a good
win for the Lady Chargers. They shot only 33 percen l from the field, and
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Cory Vtlders is one of many young faces returning
for the Women's Soccer team in 2001. The Lady
Chargers are looking to build off of their appearance
in the Gulf South Conference Tournament. (Photo by
Danny Pa.ricer)
setting team will be back
to dawn the blue and

\-\;hite of UAH next year

under head coach Lincoln
Ziyenge.

Recently our big brother school to the south has
run across a little trouble. Well, actually they have
run across a lot of trouble.
The University of Alab,,ma in Tuscaloosa has
had both recruiting allegations and discrimination
charges brought against their football program.
Not too long ago a story broke about how Alabama paid for defensive tackle Albert Means' services. The Co111men:u1/ Apptwlreportcd that coaches
from Trezevant High School in Memphis, Tennesree, "unknowingly had his athletic skills sold for

$200,000."
The Memphis paper reported that Treze\'ant
head coach Lynn Lang and former assistant coach
Milton Kirk put together a deal that included the
two coaches receiving $100,000 cash and two vehicles - notably Ford Expeditions. In exchange,
the coaches would guarantee Means' sen ices to
the school that met their demands.
The Memphis paper quoted Kirk as saying,
'The rccntiters would come in and (Lang) would
present the deal. Everybody was not presented,
of course. Everybody did not have an opportunity - just the schools who (Lang) thought were
the most interested and the ones who could afford it. Once they got the deal, they would take it
back to their people, and that's when the boosters
would get involved."
Former Alabama assistant coach Ivy Williams
has been fingered as the main culprit representing the Tuscaloosa clan.
Means has since left Alabama and the NCAA
is investigating the issue.
Talk of probation has filled the air again for the
Crimson Tide. Questions not of whether or not
they are guilty of the infractions are rising but
rather how hard the NCAA will come down on
the school. Some people are even saying that the
death penalty is a possibility.
PersonallY, I think they will likely lose some
scholan,hip;, television coverage and a bowl visit
or two. That is of course, if they are competitive
enough to become bowl eligible. In 2000, the Tide's
record foll to an unprecedented 3-8 mark after
much talk of a national championship and a preseason ranking of No. 3 in the nation.
All of this talk is coming at the wrong time.
Recruiting wars are taking place and every school
needs every little edge they can muster in order to
bring m the talent necessary to maintain a winning program.
To add to the fuel of the flame that is burning
the Alabama football program, two former players of new head coach Dennis Franchione and linebackers coach Mark Parks claim that they were
the subject of racial slurs while at Texas Christian
University.
The players, Allen and Adrian Lewis, are the
offspring of an African-American father and a
Caucasian mother.
Franchione reiterates that he has no idea how
the players came lo their conclusion and maintains
his innocence.
Whatever the truth is in both cases, the program

See Parker, page 10
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Entertainment
World-renowned violinist to
perfonn at the VBC Saturday

The Five

Spot
By Paul

By Paul Lindgren

Lindgren

Entertainment
Editor

Entertainment
Editor

Same as the
old boss?
After an exciting eight year farce of political

grief and sexual McCarthyism, its good to see we
have new sucker in office. Jn just a few short days,
we will have ourselves a new El Presidente with
promises of an exciting new era in political caricature and cynicism.
What can I expect out of the new Bush presidency? Hmmm... I seem to picture a polar bear
curiously smelling the oil on his paw or an eroded
field of tree stumps. When 1 think of George W., I
imagine his name on the bow of a single-hull oil
tanker, jusl above the waterline gash and the slick.
Bui I'm no free-hugging knee-jerking liberal. I
can only hope this guy docs the best job he can.
With as many flatterers, scoundrels, back-stabbers,
media flies and spin-doctor~ as there are in that
fostering hive they call Washington, he can use all
the help he can get. That never comes without a
hefty price. I suppose when 1 really think of Bush,
I laugh and say, ''This guy has no idea what he's
getting himseU into."
In four years, George W. wiU look as tired and
beaten as Bill Clinton does now. That isn't to say
he will not have enjoyed his presidency. Clinton,
as are many others in his administration, have
b<.>en looking back on their eight years with a certain degree of soft reflection. Maybe it wasn't such
hell. Maybe it was like walking across hot coals
and glad you still have skin on your feet.
But I look upon ''W" with more uncertainty
than hope I must confess. l probably would have
thought the same of Gore. There is always uncertainty with change, but this is no revolution. Washington will always be the same. Offices sink or
swim on the dubious Potomac. One thing, however, may be said of Clinton with any certainty at
all. He really was bulletproof - unsinkable, slick
like oil. He proved that an election isn't all you
need to keep yourself in office. I wonder if Bush
really knows how to swim.
And so we welcome another Texan into the
highest office in the land, and certify a new dynasty in American politics. With our rampant cynid:,m as voters and taxpayers, we can only hope
he does the job we hope him to. The rest seems
out of our hands these days.

.

Writers
Wanted!!
The Exponent is now accepting applications for News, Sports, Entertainmen~ and Opinion writers! Come by
our office in the UC, room 104 for
more information.

The Huntsville S} mphon y Orchestra and
Maestro Taa\ o Virkhaur
will present P11r,•~11 £/eclm
011d Fiercl'l.1/ Powa/11I Classical Concert o. 3,
featuring
world-reno\-\ned violinist adja
Salemo-Sonnenberg. The
concert will take place on
Saturday, January 20 at
8:15 p.m. in the VBC Concert Hall.
The concert will feature
pieces by W.A. Mozart,
Sergei Rachmaninoff, and
Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky.
One of the world's
most preeminent "iolinis ls,
adja SalernoSonnenberg is among the
most d} namic and origi
nal artists on the world
stage. In 1999, she wa'>
honored \·Vilh the presli-

gious Avery Fisher Prize,
a,, arded lo muc;icians
who ha, c demonstrated
"outstanding achievement and excellence in
music." Thal same year, a
documentary on Miss
Salemo-Sonnenberg titled
"Speaking in Strings" was
premiered
al
the
Sundance Film Festival
where it was one of only
16 documentaries chosen
for screening. The film has
also been nominated for
an Academy Award.
Nadja has performed
with some of the world's
greatest conductors and
orchestras. I !er 2000-2001
engagements include two
tours with duo guitarists
Sergio & Odair Assad and
an East Coast tour with
the 'ashville Symphony
which culminated with a

See Violinist, World-renowned violinist Nadja Salemo-Sonnenbal
will perform at the VBC on Saturday. (Photo courtesy

page 7 of ICM .Artists)

Kick Liquid helps to kick-start
the Huntsville punk rock scene
By Alan Backer
Entertaimnent
Writer
If you are headfirst into
punk rock but find the
I lunlsville scene a bit
sparse, then an excellent
start would be to check
out Kick Liquid.
Actually, some might
say that their style has an
almost emo-core tinge lo
it, but the roots are definitely punk for the quartet. The band features Eric
Guerrero (originally from
San Otego) on vocals and
guitar, Max Oli,er on vocals and guitar, O.J.
Simpson (no, not that one)
on drumc; and vocals, and
Ben Shearin playing bac;s.
Guerrero and Oliver
definitely share the same
positive \ iews on the
punk mo\ement.
"A lot of punk has influenced me, because of
the big scene in San Diego.
A lot of it has helped to
shape the character of the
music that I write toda},"

says Guerrero.
And since he hails from
a legitimate scene, Eric's
musical upbringing has
had a great impact on
Max.
"Eric and I were friends
for a week before I even
found out he played guilar. I le's really opened me
up to new ways to express
myself with music
though. Especially punk.':
The one trump card
that the band probably
holds though is that they
ha\'e a vastly wide array
of musical influences
r~thcr than just being oneSided. Aside from being
influenced b> hardcore
bands such as Face to
Face, OF~, The Dead
Kennedys, and the like,
other preference range
from Nirvana and Foo
Fighters to even more odd
ta le such as Radiohcad.
Guerrero ays he would
e, en Ii 1-.e to try some
jazzier, Cha rl1c pa rl-.cr
type stuff, 1f not just for
fun, though.

As far as songwriting
and lead singing goes,
Guerrero and Simpson
split the duties. Eric tends
to stri ve for "an abstract,
surreal" feel to his lyrics.
"Believe it or not, many
of my lyrics are influenced
by the beat generation,
like William S. Burroughs.
Though not necessarily
someone like Allen
Ginsburg ... his stuff is too
straight-forward."
On the other side, O.J.
draws simply from pure,
classic American teen
angst.
" I guess my lyrical
style just comes from
things such as girlc;, hating
your
job,
nagging
parent ... usual teenager
stuff," says Simpson, a
Tu con, Arizona native.
Playing live has vari
ous different impacts on
the members, though. Eric
and 0.J. are parlicularlv
intense on the ..,tage c1nd
arc \Cry ph\sically into it.
Shearin, howc\ er, 1s sort
of indifferent to the whole

experience. " I' m not usually mentall> orphysica~ly
there," drones Shearin,
who claims he brings the
\a..dness and slecpine5-" to
the band. Never the less,
their live show is very
powerful and is definitely
a must-sec.
Ultima tely, the glue
that holds the guys together is the bond and camaradcric that they c.1ch
35
share with one ano ther,
Oliver would offer.
"We'"c all had the
.
·
before
sJme discussion
that none of us arc any·
thing without each 01h.er,
h
and it just goes along wtl
that idea that Jll our st) lcS
ut together mJkc thc cv
P .
b olutcl\'
pericncc
" s
'
great."
·
Kick Liquid's nc,l gig
0 rth
is al Cheers on
26 at
P<1r!..wc1v
on
Janual)
1'
<
f rna·
7 p m For more in or .
· ·
thctr
tion, chccl,; out
. ,,
.... \'•' kt Cl'
website at \\ \ ·
liquid.cjb.ncl.
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Rock and Roll Hall of Fame to induct Paul Simon
By Paul Lindgren
Entertainment
Editor
It hac; been quite a remarkable )Car for Paul
Simon. After ha\ ing completed }ou'rr f/11• 011t•, his
first studio release in more
than a decade, and finishing J sold-oul tour in Europe and the U.S, Paul
Simon is about lo be inducted inlo the Rod. and
Roll H.1II of Fame.
The 16'h annual induction ceremonies for the
Rock ,rnd Roll I !all of
Fame\\ ill be tele\ iscd live
on VI 11 March 19. Artists
l) pie.ill} become eligible
for induction 2, yea rs after the release of their first

record. Other criteria include the "influence and
significance of the artist's
contribution to the development and perpetuation
of rod.. and roll."
Paul Simon, as one of
the mosl prolific music
artists of our day, will now
be recognized for more
than three decades of accomplishments. He has
collaborated with a variety of artists including
folk artist Bob Dylan and
South African group
Lad)smith
Black
Mambazo and has been a
significant influence on
ma1or pop artists such as
Dave \.fatthews.
" I am both pleased and
flattered lo be honored in

this way," said Simon regarding his induction. "It
has been an unbelie\ ably
rich and satisfying year
for me, a rare yea r in
which I've seen my past
and present work merge
in a variety of moving
ways."
Paul Simon's most recent album, >ou re tlrcO,w,
is a "hypnotically beautiful and powerful album
rich in its emotion and energ)."
Rolling Stone magazine gave the album four
stars and cited the releac;e
as taking a "worthy place
in Simon's esteemed body
of work."
The L.A. Tunes has said
of Paul Simon thal he " re-

mains in championship
form. A songwriter whose
music offers a rare blend
of sophislicalion and
warmth, commentary and
wit, optimism and warming."
After a busy year like
this, who knows what lies
in next for Simon?

Singer/songwriter Paul
Simon will be inducted
to the Rock and Roll Hall
of Fame on March 19
during the 16th annual
induction ceremony
televised live on VH1.
Simon
is
being
recognized for more that
three
decades
of
accomplishments. (Photo

from news.yahoo.com)

Broadway does it again with Jekyll and Hyde
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ing voice takes us into the
over the same soul, this is tremendously succeeded heart of caring Dr. Jekyll
yond
exorcism
were
seen
in portraying a breath takLhe Broadway musical
By Lauren Eiter Jekyll and Hyde, which ap- as heresy and sacrilege, the very theme which life ing performance of a time- in conjunction with the
because this lofty goal of still holds. Through mur- less classic. Through a sad istic nature of Mr.
Entertainment
peared at the VBC Concert
eliminating evil was seen ders and deceit Mr. I lyde plethora of special effects Hyde.
Hall January 12-14.
Writer
This tale of satire and
as only the work of God. triumphs, yel Dr. Jekyll such as stage fires and
Inside each and every
Set in the urban cily
In spile of opposition, must finish his work. He sword fights the audience tragedy will remain as
one of us there lies the po- streets of London in the Jekyll proceeded with his must kill this inner evil
was captivated. The sil- long as the human soul
lential for good and evil. late nineteenth century,
should continue to be the
research, using himself as before it kills him!
Some stories ne\ier gel houette backdrops of battleground for spiritual
There is a constant battle fe!.y/1 nnd Hyde is a drama the lab rat, and found that
raging within the soul encompassing the life of this evil nature was not old. In their entirety they London's city streets cre- freedom. If ever you venwhich may pre\Jil as our one ambitious scientist.
never cea e to indulge the ated the atmosphere con- ture to invest in a Broadhard to find, but extremely
ducive in provoking an
dominant driving force. Dr. Jekyll's subject is the difficult to kill. His alter soul. I would venture to
intriguing look at medi- way musical, I highly recDo we acquiec;ce Lo the human mind and the en- ego, Mr. 1lyde was the say that this ageless tale
eval Europe,insoconvey- ommend this one. For
temptations of malevo- trapment of this mind epitome of e\ ii as he rav- has captivated me once
ing many of the ideals of what one takes with them
lcncc, or do we abstain within walls of confusion. aged the call girls in the again. It has everything
the era. In conjunction after the spectacle of flashfrom the disillusionment I le made it his life's pur- streets and murdered all from romance to horror lo
ing lights and billowy
comedy. IL pulls al the with spectacular visual shadows, it's more than a
of in and let good pre- pose to get inside lhe head who wore the masks.
effects, the acting cast was
\'ail? This dualistic men- of madmen and expel the
Al first, Dr. Jekyll's heartstrings and cranks flawlec;s. The role of Dr. visual of the human soul,
tality dates back perhaps e\iil force; that caged their bout with the evil nature the wheels of our minds.
Jekyll was taken to new but an intimate touch into the beginning of man. capti\.e souls. Upon his within him seems liberat- Yet it still stands that we
heights as lead role Guy side one's own.
In· all his endea\ ors for research, he concocted a ing. He never fell so find no answer as how lo
Lemmonnier's enchantcontrol he finds he is a vie- serum, which he theorized "alive"! This, however, is kill this evil potential.
tim of the nature within.
to have the power lo tap the timeless misconcep- Would it be to suppress it?
Robert
Lew is in and manifest the e\i ii tion of sin, in that it numbs Is there a way to weaken
Stevenson's Tlrt' Strn11g1• nature: hencefonvard, lo- the conscience and con- it? Is it anxiously waiting
Ca.,e of Dr. /l'l,y/1 and Mr. eating this hidden force ceals the heart. Dr. Jeky 11 behind our masks of prellyde is a bo~k that ex- and somehow exlinguish- was a kind, gentle, and tension Lo leap upon the
Baptist Campus Ministries
slightest faltering of our
plores man's nature and ing it.
caring man while Mr.
Baptist Student Center
what happens when man
A lthough Dr. Jekyll I lyde was the antithesis in faith?
Once
again
the
Broadtries to exterminate the was a well-respected and every respect. Both men
450 Sparkman Dr.
evil in him. This book is highly esteemed scientist, inside one body, fighting way Theater League has
837-9140 or 830-6611
brought to life on stage in these ideals that wenl be-

exponent.uah.edu

Violinist, continued from page 6
performance at
ew
Yorl-.'s Carnagie I lall. She
has also been featured on
various news and nightly
shows on CBS and NBC
n~tworks and on specials
withA&E, Bravo and PBS.
The evening' reperlo1re will include W.A.
Mozart's well-recognized
Marriage of J"igaro ·
CAerlure, Rachmaninoff's
"S\mphony No. 3 in A
1inor,"
and
Tchaikovsky's "Concerto
for Violin and Orchestra in
D 1ajor."
. \1o1arts "Ma rriage of
Figaro" O\erture is a familiar piece where balance has been a traditional
problem. In Mozart's

Student tickets for
gan working on "ConClassical
Concert No. 3 are
time, the pit orchestra was certo for Violin" in 1878
priced
at
Sl0.50 while
rarely larger than twenty while recuperating from a
adult
tickets
will range
players. The fact that mod- disastrous marriage in
from
$21.50
to S36.50.
ern orchestras a re much Switzerland. The piece is
These
tickets
are
available
larger often creates prob- supposedly
an
by
calling
the
HSO
Ttckel
lems between strings and "unplayable" work which
Hotline
at
539-4818.
woodwind
sections, is today a standard fare for
which the orchestra will an) serious violin student.
have to tackle.
Rachmaninoff was a
Call:
conservative figure who
334.265.lfID
shunned modern influences and succeeded brilliantlv as a composer, conductor, and pianist. He
e,celled, however, in the
romantic mode where his
scores proved sweeping
and lushly orchestrated,
appealing to the Russian
nationalist fervor.
Peter Tchaikovsky be-

Givethe
giftof

rd today

Celeb,·ation
Praisc and Worship - Drama
'fuC'sclay NighL.~

8::\0 p.m.

Fellowship Lunch
Thursdays al 12:00 - '2.50
(first. lim<' is freC'!)

Pool Table - Ping Pong - TV Room
Study Room - Prayer Room
Snack Room

Come by any time of the day
or evening!

All denominations a,·e welcome!
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Give Cage's Tke Family Man a glimpse
By Lauren Eiter

bodv need something?"
What
could a well-read
Entertainment
successfol im cstment broWriter
Sa\ e the Last Dance
ker like Jack Campbell
]2:2=i 4:2=i 7:2=i 9:40
What if life ""ere differ- need that Wall Street could
12:0=i
ent? \.\hat if you took the not provide for him? Perbus this morning insteJd haps fate could <1nS\\.er
Double Take 1: I 5 4:3=i
7:15 10:05 12:20
of wJlking? What if you that question.
stopped to <,mell the
On a "nO\\ \ Christmas
15 Da)S 1:00 4:00 7:00
rost•s? The re arc end k•ss Eve J,1cJ.. crosses p.iths
po..,sibilities to whJt our with destiny and gets ,l
J'ind ing Forrester I :00
lin•s
could ha\ e been, but glimpse of how different
-t:oo 7:00 9::.o
,....-c'll ne, er know. Luckil)~ life would haH• bl'en had
one-man gc-ts his glimpse he not " taken thl' road less
Emperor s e\\. Gro, e
1:15 4:20 ~:20
at what life would\c lx-en tr.1, ell'd". \\'h.it a "Urprisc
had he just done one thing to awakt•n Christmas
\'erticc1I Limit 9:30
differently.
12:00
morning lying next to
From the top of the cor- }Our college sweetheart
The Grinch 1:3=i 7: I:;
por ,1 te mountain Jack and dodging the pillows
Campbell
(I\. icholas Cage)
Mi"s CongenJality 4:10
.vour five .\Car old is hurl9:3:,
.1wakl'ns c, er} morning ing .11 )OU! It must come
to look upon his J..ingdom .is quill' a shock to Jack as
Dude, Where's Mv Cir
of
capitalism and ga,rc in he tries to maJ..e his escape
I:20 4:20 7:30 10:00
awe at the \\'Onders from this nightman• in his
Fc1milr Man l:0=i 4:0=i
mone\ c.in bring. I ll' has beloved Ferrari and finds
. 7:05 9:4=i
it all: pO\\Cr, prestige, on!\. a domesticated Nicolas Cage and Tea Leoni s tar in T1te F1111tilyMm,. (Photo from Universal Pictures
Dracula 2000 l:3U 4:10
womc-n at his beckoning minivan parl-..ed in his and movies.yahoo.com)
7:20 10:00
call, but doesn' t "ever)- world of suburbia!
from Armani to K-Mart C\.N or a\\.aken to a new
Traffic 1:00 7:00 9:50
It seems Jack has been specials. However, he life, a new deal, a new feigned personality as we
are taken through Jack's
given ,, glimpse at what soon sees that the man he
Jack.
All the Pretty HorS<'s
evolution
from corpora le
his
life
would',
e
been
like
1:30 4:15 T:10 9:10
has embodied is surI foll in love with this jerk to the f.lmily man. It
had he sla}l'd \\. ith his col- rounded by more than big
movie and recommend it also docs not tie up the
What Women Want
lege lo\ c K.ite (Tea Leoni) bu sine s mergers and corI :10 4: 10 7:0S 9:45
to all who believe in sec- ending in .1 neat little
instead of taJ..ing an in- pora le executives. The
ond chances. This mO\ 1e is package like some other
Ca.st Away 1:00 4:15
ternship in London to fur- quality of this new life
not full of mushy love and fairy tale romances. In
7: 10 9:=iO I 0: 10
ther his cart•er. He doesn't cannot be compared to a
the patronizing sagas that contrast, this £ilm leaves
worl-.. an,,.where near Wall S<.'ven-digit salary - some
Regal Cinemas
desperately try to pull at the ending open, as well as
Street,
rather selling tires things mone) can't buy.
MADISON SQ . 12
heartstrings.
Rather, your mind, as you are left
for his father-in-law. Through this fateful
Madison Sq. Mall 830-6829
through a seemingly unre- questioning what if. ... ?
Moreover, his office attire glimpse, Jack is given the
UnbreaKaote Wl,-13)
alistic scenario it mani1:05 4:0=i 7:05 9:30
has taJ..cn a tragic plunge choice ~o close his eyes forfests a surprisingly unI:3S 4:3.5 7:35 10:00
Double Take (PG-13)
1:00 3:00 5:15 7:15
9:20
Bounce (PG-13) 1:05
4:05 7:05 9:40
Vert ical Limit (.PG-13)
3:30 8:4-,
Men of Honor (R) 1:00
4:00 7:00 9:45
Rugrats in Paris (G)
some utterly shameless print, I will have released
By Justin
1:30 6:30
this CD in my hands at the
self-promotion . You sec, my debut CD called
Little icky (PG-13)
Edwards
moment,
but as soon as I
1:.30 4:30 7:30 9:45
Dracul~ 2000 (R) _2:30
I've got a band called Let- bludrmr/,;. pnsthomt•s. It's
get some copies I will be
4:4:i 7:00 l}: I-:,
Entertainment
ters from Home. Actually, a nice mix of ambient
selling them for around
Paf: It forward (PG-13)
Writer
it's
a solo project but tcchno and synth-pop
Anti-Trust (PG-13) 1:-Vi
:10 4:10 7:10 9:4=i
$4. Go to sorrowjoysilver
ow that l' \c got }Our who's counting? By the
4:15 6:45 9:]'r;
with some drum and bass gold.tripod.com if you
attention, it's time for time this article reaches
Bedauled (PC-13) 1:3:;
stylings.
Sa\ c the Last Dance
want to find out more info
4:3=i 7:3'i 9:'i=i
(PG-11) 1:20 4:00 6:30
This CD was recorded about Apollo XI. There, in
9:00
O\cr Christmas break on addition to tons of info,
The L'rfcend of f~ger
n Davs (PG-13) 1:00
my friend'c; computer. I you can get some mp3s
V,mce ( C-11) I :
4:00
4:00 6:50 9:4'i
6:"i0 9:40
think it turned out c;ound- from /ho."' iw10 Wnit.
ing really good besides a
Snatch (R) 1:00 3:-t=i
If you're interested in
Charlie's Angels (PC,6:~ 9:J=i
production mistakes. ordering either of these
few
11) 1:10 4:10 7:10 9:30
I'm writing .111 this to say CDs, you c.in drop me
1:40 4:40 7:40 10:00
102 D.ilmations (C~
USED BOOK HEADQUARTERS
th.1t
I will be c;clling this email at lettcrsfromhome
I :30 3:-t=i 6:00 8: L
\kt•! llw P,1nmb (f> ,D for S=i. If vou want to €y.:ihoo.com We can then
\1iss Cqnge12ialitv (P ,13) 1:20 4:20 7:20 9:50
find out a lot· more infor- arr.:inge some \vay for me
JJ) 1:4.., .:J:b 7:00 9:30
mation about the band lo get the cd or eds to you.
B \ \ 2: B<x>I,.; of Sh,1do\, s
Tr,1ffic (R) 1:00 4:00
.ind the CD, check out my Just to let you know, the
(R) I:20 4:20 7:20 9:55
6:50 9:-t'i
Wl'b ~ite, which is located CDs are burned onto
at
lettcrsfromhome. \\ ritt•ablc CDs. The qu.11tripod.com. If vou want to il) is still good, howc, er,
hear some music from the but I felt I should just menCD, )OU can hear c1n early tion it in case someone disdemo of one of the songs likes that kind of thing.
li11,lti1\' /'orr,·,t,•r s f·. \1urr.1\ •\br,1ham won .in
.it www.mp3.com 'lfh.
Ac,Jdl'O;\' Aw.ird for \\.hJt roll' .ind in which 1984
Also if} OU ju<,l h.:ivc qlll'S·
And \\hile I' m indulg- lions about the band._, fl•el
1110\ il'?
ing in shameless c.clf-pro- free to drop me .in email.
The first 6 people w ith the correct answer for the
motion, I should mention I suppose that's enough
Movie Trivia will win movie ticlcets. ONLY6 pairs
the other band I'm in <.elf-promotion for now. If
of ticlc.ets will be given away each w eek. No phone
called Apollo XI. We've you'w gotten this far in
calls or notes will be accepted. liclcets for any bivia
- H UNT S VILLE just put out a demo called the article, let me take the
will be distributed on a first come, first serve basis
Tho.,·,, Who W,1it and it time to thank you for be1020 H e nd e rson Road
from 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. on Fri. No one wh o has
sounds darn good. It's a ing interested and reading
(256) 837 9529 FAX (256) 837-0916
won in the Ia.st month is eligible for any contest or
nice mix of rod., punk, through my shameless
bivia. Please see Jennifer Sharp in [qr 1:xpon,nf ofand emo. Unfortunate!\~ I promotion. I lope no one
« o nly between the hours specified above.
don't have ,my copies· of goto, erly excited.
Anti-Trust 1:25 4:25
7:25 9:25 12: 10

"

ffiit Ttclcets to tke Movies!
Movie Trivia:

Local band to put out new CD

20% OFF
CLOTHING
HATS
BACKPACKS
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Editorial
Exhibit, continued from page 1
tunnels lo examine and remember its nearly forgotten history. Gillens described his photographs in
a recent honors forum
class as a "tribute to a section of history that is hard
to confront" and "a memorial to those who died
in furthering the progress
of technology."
Mittlebau-Dora concentration camp was central for the production of
both the V-1 and V-2 rockets that were designed by
the azi S.S. commander,
Werhner Von Braun. Von
Braun, a leading rocket
scientist of the time, was
employed by Germany in
1932 to further its military
aims and was fully aware
of the use of slave labor in
building the rockets he

designed.
However, History, has been instruMittlebau-Oora proved to mental in bringing this
be a pivotal site of scien- exhibit to UAH, since she
tific progress for Von is the person who proBraun despite the thou- vided information about
sands of innocent lives the exhibit coming to the
that were brutally extin- U.S. to UAH administraguished in bringing his tors. Dr. Stephen Waring
dreams to reality.
was also very involved
The exhibit and talks along with Coffey.
Athough the exhibit
have been sponsored by
the Humanities Center, has been up since January
the Honors Program, the 11 at 10 a.m., which was
Office of International followed by talks at 11
Education and Research, a.m. by Gilens and Hess,
the Office of Multi-Cul- Gillens' photographs were
tural Affairs, the Depart- officially put on exhibit in
ment of Art and Art His- the Union Grove Gallery
tory, the Department of on January 14. The exhibit
History, the Department is free to the public and
of Political Science, and will be on display through
the Department of Sociol- February 9. For more inogy. Marylyn Coffey, Staff formation and for gallery
Assistant for the UAH de- hours, contact Marylyn
partment of Art and Art Coffey at (256)-824-6114.

Cabinet, continued from page 1
land are protesting
Chairman of Alcoa, a years.
Two
of
our
appointees
Ashcroft. What are being
large aluminum company
share
the
honor
of
being
contested
are Ashcrofl's
before returning to Washthe
first
cabinet
members
strict
conservative
views
ington this year. Continuof
their
race
to
serve
in
a
on
political
issues.
His
ing the theme of former
President's
cabinet.
The
stem
opposition
to
aborWashington cabinet members returning to the capi- first is Secretary of Energy tion in nearly all cases and
Spencer his role in blocking the
tol is Donald Rumsfeld. Edmond
Abraham,anArab-Americonfirmation of a black
Rumsfeld served in the
can.
The
other
is
Secretary
judicial
nominee sparked
Whitehouse administraofTransportation
Norman
resistance
to his appoinltions of Presidents Nixon
Y.
Mineta,
an
Asian
ment.
It
is
predicted that
and Ford between 1969American.
If
there
were
a
with
s
trong
Republican
1977. A former US Representative from Illinois, theme to President Bush's support in the House and
Rumsfeld makes his re- new cabinet, it would Senate, Ashcroft will be
turn under George W. have to be ethnic diversity. approved despite the reBush as our new Secretary The new cabinet is truly sistance he faces.
reflective of the racial diThe latest appointee as
of Defense.
The new Secretary of versity of our great nation Labor Secretary is Elaine
Chao, a former head of the
Agriculture,
Ann in this new millenium.
However,
no
cabinet
Peace Corps and the
Veneman is a former attorwould
be
complete
withUnited
Way. Her appointney who spent four years
as the Director of Food out controversy. Bush's ment comes after the withand Agriculture for Cali- cabinet has its share of drawal of Bush's first
fornia before coming to trouble with the new At- choice, Linda Chavez,
Washington lo perform torney General, Senator who was criticized for harthe task for the entire na- John Ashcroft. Several boring an illegal alien
tion. The new Secretary groups who claim that he from Guatemala that perof Health and Human ser- is unfit to serve as the formed "odd jobs" for her
vices is 14 year Governor highest law official in the at her home.
of Wisconsin Tommy ThBacon, continued from page 2
ompson. Bush also brings
a former Superintendent Given that there are only so can you load your
of the I louston school dis- so many s tations on the knapsack with treasures
~rict Rod Paige to Wash- FM dial, can you assign a that are worth at least $10
ington as his new Secre- frequency to every station million but are under your
in the country without knapsack's weight limit?
tary of Education.
(This problem's name is
The new Secretary of having two stations with
Veterans Affairs is An- overlapping listening ar- unoriginal: the knapsack
th0ny Principi, a former eas transmitting on the problem.)
There is a downside to
deputy secretary of Veter- same frequency? (Comall
of this. NP-completea~ Affairs under Reagan puter geeks call this the
ness
is the veil of secrecy
and Bush. I le is a gradu- graph coloring proble~-)
offered
by digital encrypate of the US Naval Acad- Here's another: say you re
tion,
e.g.,
the Secure Sockemy and a decorated Viet- in a cave where you've
ets
Layer
technology in
~arn Veteran. Gale orton found a bunch of treasure.
web
browsers
that hides
is th e new Secretary of the You have a knapsack, but
your
credit
card
number
Interior. She served as the it can only hold so much
from
peering
eyes.
In ApColorado Attorney Gen- weight. You want to m~ke
plied
Cryptogrnplry,
Bruce
~ for the past nine the trip worth your while,

The dark history
of rocket
technology in

Huntsville
By Dauphne Rogers
Editor-ilt-Clde/
1 was raised in the city of Huntsville. I have been to the Space and
Rocket Center on numerous occasions.
I took Alabama History in the third
grade at a local elementary school. I
took a 3-hour course on the Holocaust
at another university.
Despite all of this, I never knew that
rocket technology was made possible
using inhumane cruelty that caused
the deaths of at least 20,000 innocent
human beings.
1strongly urge anyone who has not
been to the Union Grove Gallery to
visit the current exhibit, DisaJrJt!1'y 6-

Dt'Sp(lir: Dimensions ofDom.
Th.is exhibit showcases the photographic work of Alvin Gilens, an
American photographer who was allowed inside the flooded, underground tunnels used to develop rocket
technology during WWII. Over 60,000
concentration camp prisoners were
enslaved at Mittlebau-Dora and forced
to work under extremely harsh and
brutal conditions in the huge underground factory where V-2 missiles
were first developed and produced.
The V-2 was the largest and most
complex in the German arsenal. Nazi
propagandists give the missile the
name Vergelluns~·wtlf/e zwei, or
Vengenance Weapon 2. Germany
launched nearly 3000 of these missiles
against England, France, and Belgium
late in the war.
Wernher von Braun was recruited
as a young engineer in 1943 by the
German army. Von Braun was promoted to technical director of
Germany's long-range missile program shortly thereafter.
Since the V-2 was a forerunner of
the Redstone and Saturn rockets,
which were developed in our local
area, this dark side of rocket
technology's history is also a part of
North Alabama history.
I am sure that scientists and engineers unfortunate enough to be in Germany during the time of the Nazi regime felt unable to do anything about
the plight of concentration camp prisoners. German citizens who opposed
the Nazi regime were treated no better than other concentration camp prisoner:., if they lived long enough to become prisoners.
Schneier wrote "if someone showed that (NPcomplele problems have
fast solutions), then most
of this book would be

AJthough understanding how anyone could work with prisoners who
were basically walking skeletons and
watch as some were hung for falling
asleep on the job from exhaustion and
still carry on "normal" daily lives is
difficult for me, I am not in a position
to judge.
However, I definitely believe that
historical facts show not be kept quiet
because they might make some people
feel guilty or uncomfortable.
People have a right to know about
the history of technological developments that enabled men to walk on the
moon. That was a historical event for
all of humanity. Why don't students
learn the facts, no matter how unpleasant, behind mankind 's ability \o
achieve such a feat?
There are still people who claim that
the holocaust never took place. All
factual evidence relating to the holocaust should be taught in history
classes at universities across, not only
our nation, but the entire world.
Below is a listing of Web sites relating to Mittelbau-Dora. Read them if
you dare.
The Mittelbau-Dora Memorial Site
in
Germany:
http://
www.nordhausen.de/ dora/html/
auswahl_englisch.htm
Request for bids for new study-center at Mittelbau-Dora; includes mission of site and color photos of its
present
appearance:
http://
www.buchenwald.de/ wettbewerbdora/auslobung~.html
Scroll down for article in Franfurter
Rundschau on Dora Memorial: http:/
/burn.ucsd.edu/archives/ ats-1/
1998.07/msg00025.html
A brief historical survey of the site
with good
photos: http://
www.geocities.com/Pentagon/7087/
uk017.htm
The liberation of Dora by American
soldiers: http://members.aol.com/
lnf0iv104/CONCAMP.HTM
National Air and Space Museum's
page on V-2; excellent historical photos: http:/ /www.nasm.edu/ galleries/
galll4/SpaceRace/sec200/
sec210.htm
Huntsville Times article on survi-

completely irrelevant: As
previously explained,
many classes of ciphers
are trivially breakable in
nondeterministic polyno-

See Rogers, page 11
mial time." ln short, if you
find the solution, don' t
share it with the NSA.
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Jack Frost and winter's revenge

Comer
By James

Kodrowsld
SGA Prl!sidmt
kodrowj@email.uah.edu ,....,_,~..:..;-..,___~__,

t

l

A special thanks goes out to House of Representatives member Scott Patterson. Scott devoted
a lot of his free time to SGA, beginning with his
involvement last vear under the old constitution,
to his help with Frosh Mosh, and finally leading
up to his position as Rules committee chair this
year. Unfortunately for SGA, Scott is working this
semester and will not have the time to serve as a
member of the House. He wilJ be missed. Without
Scott there is now a vacancy that needs to be filled.
I am looking for interested students from the College of Science to apply for the open slot. No experience is necessary, just an interest in what is
really going on with the students at UAH and a
willingness to represent the College of Science in
SGA. Contact me via email or come by the office
to fill out an interest form.
I'd like to thank all the students who responded
to my article last week. The committees for Chief
of Staff and Frosh Mosh are growing steadily. If
you forgot to stop by the office or you are just now
hearing about these committees, it's not too late.
Acting Chief of Staff committee head, Steve Cross,
is still looking for volunteers to help with special
projects in SCA such as Project America and
Campus.net. Also, acting Frosh Mosh committee
head, Spencer Thomason, has begun recruiting
members to help plan the events for the fall.
Have you decided where you are going for
Spring Break this year? No? Are funds a little short,
or are you just tired of that traditional party and
get sunburned attitude? Project America offers you
something a little different. Why not spend your
Spring Break getting leadership experience while
helping out a community in need. SGA is trying
to bring the Alternative Spring Break to UAH. Join
fifteen other students, some from UAH and others from around the country, and travel to an inner city or a disaster stricken community and help
to get them back on their feet. It's an intense week
that will test your perseverance, teamwork skills,
and patience. When it's all said and done, you will
return to school with all of the knowledge you
have gained through your experience in hopes that
you can develop or create other service projects
on our campus by using the skills you will learn.
Oh, did I mention that it was free? If you are
interested, we have to move quickly. The project
is not cheap and the time is short to obtain sponsorship. I need your support to help secure the
funding.
Write to Tiu Exponent at
rogersc@email.uah.edu, or stop in the Student
Affairs office and tell them you are interested. Tell
everyone you know about Project America. It is a
program that UAH should be a part of.
Have a great week!

Check us out at

exponent.
1
ah.edu

ByJ. Caleb
aanton
News Editor
I suppose that I tend to
take things a tad bit personally. Such is the case
with winier. Yes, that's
right, I take winter rather
personally.
Every year around November, my otherwise delightfully cheerful attitude
about life turns sour. Lem-

ony. Existential angst.
I wake up in the morning: it' s cold, my bones
ache, and my back hurts.
Refreshed? I should say
not. And so, the day begins. I turn on the faucet
(which l had to leave dripping as to prevent busted
pipes) and the water that
comes out is like liquid
nitrogen. Needless to say,
I'm no longer asleep by
that time.
Being thus wide-eyed,
I eventually head out of
the door to meet the day.
Smack. The winter's unforgiving and repulsive
breathe slaps me in
cheeks. Ah yes, il is cold no - frigid, and the wind
constantly reminds me of
its presence like that annoying kid in high school
that would never shut up.
Disguised in the wind

chill, ole' Jack Frost sucks
every once of moisture
from my skin . I'm left
wind-burned
a
chapped, cracked, dry,
and bleached stretch of
flesh. Constantly thirsty,
I pray for the return of
humidity so that my sandpaper can once again be
re-hydrated.
Perhaps most substantially, though, I am overcome mentally by winter.
Somehow matter defeats
mind and my shriveled
body conquers my brain,
thereby pushing me into
despair's lonely cell. Suddenly, all I see is dead.
Dead grass, dead trees,
dead bushes, you name it.
Everything gloomy and
dark. The half-full glass
becomes almost empty as
depression and pessimism
set in like the dawning ar-

Parke~ continued from page 5
is going to suffer setbacks
from the reports alone.
Luckily, the Tide received
a verbal commitment
from who many consider
to be the top quarterback
prospect in the nation,

Brodie Croyle.
Croyle hails from Rainbow City, Alabama, and
could be a key cog in turning things around in Ttown.
The powers that be in

Tuscaloosa had better get
the ship turned on a positive course quick or the
school's livelihood could
be in serious jeopardy.
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We Want Your Letters!

t~e 1i,:ponent welcomes letters to the editor concerning any topic. Let-

ters should be typed or submitted on disk and no longer than 250 words.
ijf~e 1hponent no longer requires student numbers, phone numbers, or

addresses to accompany letters to the editor. Please, include your fuJJ
name with any submissions. Name and title only, if applicable, will be
published, although names can be withheld upon request. t~e ~xponent
reserves the right to edit all materials submitted for publication.
Letters should be typed, submitted on disk, or emailed to
rogersc@email.uah.edu no later than noon on Tuesdays in order to appear in that Thursday's issue. Letters may also be sent to '[~e 1,ixponent
office by mail at The Exponen~ UAH, UC 104, Huntsville, AL 35899, or
by fax at (256) 824-6096.
Opinions expressed in columns or letters are those of the authors and
not necessarily that of t~e 1,ixponent, its staff or management.
All mnlerrnls conInmed lterem, except ndver/Jsmg or zdrere 11111,cnled otltem•tSt~ rs Cop_vrrgltt
2aJO byt~, '1:xponrnt and protected 1111der /Ire Work Madefar Hrre n11d Perrodrcnl P11bl1cn/1011
cntegorres oftire U.S. Copyrrgltt lnu1:,. Mnlerrnls lterem 11111_11 110/ be reprmled u11/lto11I tire e.rpressed wrrlle11 pen11fs.,101r ~qr 1:xponrnf (1.e., nilnr/Jdes, fellers, and pltologrnpk, _,;11bn11/lt'd
lo t~r '1:xponrnf ~come propaty if©~,~ xpontnf 11po11 recetpl.).
t~r 1Sxponrnt is lire s/11denl produced llt'll¥flpt'r oftire Umverst(I/ ofAlnbt1111(1111 Hrmt_,;•
ville, pub/Jslted et1dr T/rursd(IJ/ d11r111g tire scltoo/ yMr.

thritis.
I have become quite
convinced, I think, that
winter is really some sort
of punishment. M.11 punishment for all 111.11wrongdoings against the balance
of the earth. And, given
my depraved nature, of
course, winter returns
each year, seeking revenge
and bestowing more sorrow, again and again,
without ceasing.
This winter it's been
snowing quite a bit more
than any other Alabama
winter I can recall. I must
have been particularly
bad this past year, I guess.
One thing that really gets
me red, though, is how
Northerners (and their
duped sympathizers) love
to gloat about how we native Southerners can't
quite cope with winter's
white stuff. The cities simply shut down.
And why shouldn ' t
they shut down? We're
accepting our punishment
like men. As far as I am
concerned, I ta kc it as a
compliment when some
poor Northerner scoffs at
me because I don't want
(or 'don't know how') to
drive in the ice and snow.
That means that I am not
used lo doing so because I
haven't had to deal with
the irritating stuff all my
life. And, I haven' t had to
deal with that frozen stuff
because I ha ven't been
punished as much as they
have. (Now who's scoffing?)
Yet, I am still being
punished by winter even
without the snow. I can't
help but long for the
growth of the mercury
stick and the return of heat
and that glorious humidity. With it comes a promise of relief and end of the
whipping I've been taking
for seemingly so long now.
Perhaps global warming will come to my aid in
the future. Or, perhaps I
should head further south
with the most noble and
the most virtuous of all the
beasts: geese, of course.
Readers can email J. Caleb
Clanton at calebclanton
@yahoo.com.

exponent.
uah.edu
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Weekly Horoscope

By Linda C. Black, Tribune Media Services (Week o/Ja1111ary 22)

Aries (March 21-April 19). Get an adversary to put in a good
word for you to the boss on Monday. But, make sure the payt:,ack is something you ' ll be able to afford. Ask for the raise on
Tuesday and reimbursement for past favors. Put the final
touchei on your plan with teammates Wednesday. Thursday's
,top and go all day, as you find last-minute problems. Get y~ur
pnorities into order over the weekend, with love, of course, commg fin.t.
Taurus (April 20-May 20). Set a practical theme for your travcb on Monday and Tuesday. You can make that excursion tax
deductible and still ha\·e a fabulous time. You can benefit from
changes at the top on Wednesday and Thursday if you play
,our cards carefully. Remind the boss how trustworth} you arc
~nd cause your resources, as well as respons ibilities, to increase.
En?l)body wants into your pockets on Friday and Saturday.
S..l\e up, in,-tead, for a worthy cause you'll find on Sunday.
Gemini (May 2 1-J une 21}. If you brown bag it on Monday
and Tuesday, you can save enough for a nice excursion on
Wednesday. Let a fascinating foreigner talk you out of your dull
routine You' ll be in the mood to do the same on Thursday and
Friday, but there's almost too much confusion. Work interferes
with play, but play triumphs, at home. Don' t go far on Friday,
or Saturday, either. Provide what an older person needs, and
you'll be generously rewarded on Sunday.
Cancer Uune 22-July 22). Your partner's kind of bossy on
Monday and Tuesday, but don't put up much of a fuss. You
could reJp heretofore unimagined benefits. Research a likely
inYestment on Wednesday, so you can move quickly when the
lime is right on Thursday. If you know what you're doing, you
can make a sweet deal. Don't let a gossip ruin your plans on
Friday. Trust your intuition, ins tead. Sleep in'On Saturday. Traveling early isn' t a good idea anyway. Postpone your trip until
Sunday, and it'll be much more relaxing.
Leo Uuly 23-Aug. 22). Friends think you're the best one for
the job on Monday and Tuesday, so prove them right. Make
plans with your partner on Wednesday, but don't get rigid. There
are bound to be surprises on Thursday and Friday, and not all
pleasant. Take them one at a time, and don't worry. The O\'erall
outcome looks positive if you mind your manners. Save your
receipts on Saturday. Odds are good you'll get something you
later decide to take back. Sunday you're more likely to get what
you really like, but you don't mind going into debt then, either.
&lier take your analytical friend's advice, instead of following
,our own whim on that one.
Vugo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). A romantic connection is worth
the trouble to get there, on Monday and/or Tuesday. Sure, the
work is piling up, but that's OK. Wednesday and Thursday are
about nothing else, anyway. A project you've been anticipating
finally starts and s tops and starts, in fits and spurts. Schedule a
relax mg conversation with your favorite listener for Friday, close
to home Something you thought you had figured out could
backfire Saturday, but by Sunday the bugs should all be eradicated.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23). Love beckons on Monday and Tuesda}; but you're not quite ready yet. Finish household chores
and ?ecoration, so you can relax on Wednesday. Plans you're
making show g reat promise then, but difficulties are encountered on Thursday and Friday. Keep talking, and you'll figure
out how to fix just about everything, together. You' ll lose pahence on Saturday if costs run higher than expected. Keep shopping until Sunday, and you ' re more likely to find the perfect
thing.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21 ). It's back to the books for you on
\fonday and Tuesday, to fix an annoying problem at home. You
may be pleased with your s uccess on Wednesday, but don' t
gloat It's too likely you'll find more trouble on Thursday. Ignore a minor disagreement with your mate on Friday. Love triumphs quite nicely that day, much to your mutual delight. Be
care~ul on Saturday, not to break something expensive. Make
playing with your sweetheart the top priority for Sunday.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Help out a friend and earn a
bonus on Monday and Tuesday. Study up on Wednesday for
t~e test that's coming Thursday. And, don't believe everything
)Ou hear on Friday. Do your own investigation and get more of
w~t you want. You've got a mess on your hands Saturday. Don' t
avoid it, just do the best you can, and you'll have a snuggly
ne-,i to r~lax in by Sunday.
.
~ Capncom (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). A friend thinks you can do 1ton
ionday and Tuesday, so let yourself be convinced. The money

Rogers, continued from page 9
vors of Dora: http: / /
:,vww.nasm.edu / gallertes/ gal114/SpaceRace /
5ec200/sec210.htm
Essay by historian
Linda Hunt entitled
"Arthur Rudolph of Dora
and
ASA": http://
'"Ww mail-archive.com /
komworm0o40lists.eunet.fi/
rnsg039~8.html
Biography of Arthur
Rudolph and his role at

-

Dora:
http: //
w w w. demon .co. u k /
natofeur/ rudol.html
A defense of Rudolph
in Old Huntsville Magaz inc:
http: / I
www.old huntsville.com/
rudolph.htm
A proposed documentary film about Dora:
h t t p : I
I
\,\.W\,\.,voodoomedia.com /
dora
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looks too easy on Wednesday, and the problems start showmg
up on Thursday and Friday. You' re k.ept hopping, but you're
up to the challenge. Don' t bother to run errand,- on Saturday.
Save them for Sunday, and you're more apt to find what you're
seeking.
Aquarius Uan. 20-Feb 18). Gather up the re~urce.., and information you still need on \1ondav and Tue.,day. By Wedne!->day you should be almost read\ to launch There will be delay , you can count on that It co~ld be late Thur;,da\ or Fridav
before you actually get going Thi., is a, it .,hould be, ;,o don\
push. You might break omething. You might al,o get di.,appointing news late Friday or early Saturda) An older per,,on ,..,
maJ...ing more demands, but that'., al.,o OK. You II han? a better
result when you're finally done. l.i-.e <,omeof that bounty you'\I!
recently acquired to fix up your place on Sunda).
Pisces (Feb. 19-~1arch 20). A clo'-e friend and a d1..,1ant one
both ha\·e good advice on Monda) and Tue,da}, Listen to them.
Don't completely ignore your inner \'Oice'>, JU"! don· 1 be intimidated by them. And, don't belie\·e Wednesda) 's job will be a;,
easy as it looks, either. It geb complicated on Thursda} and
Friday. Plan carefully and be prepared for JU!:>l about anything.
Complying with an older person'!> whim;, 1, a whole new challenge Saturday, but the tide', in your favor. By this weekend,

you can be re..,ling in the lap of Iu,ury.
If You're Having a Birthday This Week:
Jan. 22: The pre,sure;, on, but it'., rour own dec1..,ion Pu;,h
hard to make a fantas\' come true.
You'\'e go't the talent, that'., ob\ 1ou..,_ Now, prove
,ou'\e al.,o got the common ~nse Follow an older per!:>on'.,
ad\ ice
Jan. 24: 'tou're creati\'e, confident and powerful thi., }Car!
Be compa..,..,ionate, too, and} ou'll take home all the pn.te,,,
Jan. 25: 'lou're facing a few tough puale;,, but don' t e\'en
worry If ,·ou didn't ha\'e a challenge or two, you'd get bored!
Jan 26: You can win the re.,pect vou de.,erve and the money
to go wllh 11. Don't let a ...etbacJ... .,top you; come back with the
fact-..
Jan. 27: Shrewd planning.ind e,ten<,i\'e re,-earch are required.
Don I take anything for granted, and !>Ucces.., can be your;,.
Jan. 28: You re ble,-.ed with a combination of mental and
emotional energ} 'lou' ll be both ,malvtical and compas!>ionate
if you're wbe.
' For pc r.,onal reporh and consultation-., vb1t http: //
www.LindaBlack.com.
c Tribune Media Services, 2()()1
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Hockey, continued from page 4
ever, knotting the game al
one.
The game would stay
tied al one until Darren
Curry scored at 2:19 in the
second period. Ian
Fletcher, Steve Charlebois,
and Ron Baker all added
to the Charger lead, which
would end al 5-1.
Saturday's
game
would not be quite as onesided. The Oilers drew
first blood, with Andy
Croak scoring a powerplay goal at 7:34 in the first
period. For the Chargers,
Funk would later tie the

ga me at one with assists
from Curry and Steve
Milosevski.
The C hargers would
then g rab the lead with
Funk's second goal of the
game on a power-play.
Less then two minutes
later, And y C roak would
also add his second goal of
the ga me for the Oilers
and il was a brand new
game, tied at 2-2. The Oilers would then retake the
lead on a goal by Jason
Maxwell with less than a
minute remaining in the
period.

The C hargers would
come back to tie the game
al three when Rya n
McCormack the learns
third power-play goal of
the game. That would be
the final scoring of the
game, with neither team
being able to break the 3-3
tie. Goalie Adam Mac Lean
started the game and had
five saves in the first period. Mark Byrne would
finish the game and add
l 3 saves of his own. Mike
Slaton would also make
his Charger debut, playing over four minutes on

Saturday.
Mike Funk ended up
being the star of the series
on offense, scoring three
goals in the series. Ryan
McCormack wou Id also
add a goal and two assists.
Curry moved into the
team-lead in scoring, also
adding a goal and two ass is ts in the series.
Next, the Chargers will
face the Air Force Academy at the VBC next
weekend on January 19-20
al 7:00 p.m. The Chargers
are 14-7-1 all time against
the Falcons.

Campus Club Mre
Editor's Nott': tqe ~xponent rt!:ienIes the risht to rdit oils11b111issio11sfor contmt. Due to space req11irt!111mts,
please /Ji11it 0111101111ce111e11ts to oppro.rli11ott!ly 75 words. All s11b1111:.;s1011s 11111st bl' sfz,m to Poul lliidgrm Iii
the UC, roo111104 or f lllfll'/ed to clubwire@yahoo.com 110 lott'r t!,011110011 011 Tiwsdo_v~·. No s11b1111:,;s1011s left
li1 the drop-box llll'/1 bepni1ted. A1111ou11ct'llll'llf•.; ore prefermt 011 disk. A111101111ct'111t•11ts roil!, graphics w1'/I 11ot
bencceptfd

The Association for Computing Machinery
The Association for Computing Machine ry (ACM) will be holding its first meeting on.Thursday, Janu a ry 25,
al 7 p .m. in Technology Hall Room 302. The ACM is comprised of professionals and studenls dedicated to
furthering the fi eld of computer technology. Cha rger ACM spon ors a va riety of activities, including learn
competition at ACM Regional Programming Contest, speakers, tutoring and debugging sessions . Membership is $5 per semester. All are welcome. Refreshments provided. Email acm@cs.uah.edu for info.

Sigma Nu
Sigma u would like to welcome everyone back for Spring. Thanks Lo all brothers for their hard work,
dedication, and achievement and congratulations to the Phi pledge class on their initiation, including
Jonathan Stephens, Carson Williams, Andrew Hodges, Douglas Mucha, Jos h Whitworth, Damon Thomas,
Andrew Habel, Michael Tidwell, Will Irby, Asa Gilliland, Clayton Hollinhead, Aaron Shewbart, Jed Earls,
Brandon Price, and Chris Comperda. Join the brothers on January 26 for our back-lo-school party.

Students for the Exploration & Development
Students for the Exploration & Development of Space pizza lunch - Dr John Piccirillo will speak at noon on
Wednesday, January 17, in the Von Braun Research Hall room M-50. Free pizza will be provided.

Psi Chi
Psi Chi is having a pizza party on Friday, January 19 al noon in the basement of Morton I !all. Open lo a ll
psychology majors and members of Psi Chi. Psi Chi will be holding meetings weekly each Friday al noon
throughout the semester.

lnFocus
What an awesome semester we had in the Fall! Even more incredible was the C hris tmas Conference in
Atlanta. We are meeting this year on Monday's@ 8pm in MOM's. It's called lnFOCUS. Keep your eye open
for our pizza and volleyball parties this semes ter. Sign up for the In Focus newsletter al
infocus@email.uah.edu. Website: http://info.uah.edu/sludent_life/ organizations/ IN FOCUS/

Earth Action
Earth Action, the UAH campus em ironmental g roup, is mee ting Friday, January 19 a t 1:00 p.m. in room 132
of the University Center. Ecofacl: According to the Em ironmenlal PWS et work (www.enn.com), habitat
loss is generally agreed upon as being the greate t threat to our wildlife resources.

I
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Classifieds
HELPWANTED
Immediate job opening in
law office. lO lo 20 hours
per week on a flexible basis. Starting al $7.50 per
hour. Accounts payable/
receivable, payroll, receptionist duties, and other
duties as assigned. Please
call Lisa al 534-8485 to
schedule an interview or
fax resume lo 536-2713.

FOR SALE
Large L-shape sectional
sofa made by Sears, good
condition, $200, call 8809414.

Wonderful 8 Day/ 7 ight
vacation. Great package
for spring break 2001. This
is a four person package
for the low price of $1200
($300 per person). For
more information contact
Michael al 852-1311 or
564-5164 (pager).

MISCELLANEOUS
We are forming a Narcolepsy Support Group.
Anyone interested in joining or s upporting the
group may contact us at
narcolepsy@myself.com.

TRAVEL
O rlando, Cancun, Hawaii.

Check
out the
dafieds
section
online!
exponenL
uah.edu

Crossword 101
Billables

Wild Life by Ted Walsh

By Ed Canty
7

ACROSS
1 Ms. Walters to fiiends

8

9

11

12

13

5 Alan Ladd movie
10 Double-reed instrument
14 Pavarotti specialty
15 Pedro's treats
16 Imbibes

17

Television journalist

19 Applaud
20 Pipe corner
21 Affirm
22 Shopping centers
23 Elderly
24 Short news item
26 Staterooms
29 NFL unit
30 Awkward person
33 St. Teresa's town
34 Pearls
35 Dentist's org.
36 Mountain passes
37 Bank abbrev.
38 Actor Pitt
39 '_ death do us part
40 Yankee Stadium fixtures
42 Fabricate
43 Groom's pledge
44 Pennsylvania lake
45 Discarded
46 Deadly
48 Casey & Franklin
49 Bulgaria's capital
51 Nourish
52 Noncom
55 Skier's helper
56 "Ground Hog Day" star
59 Ireland
60 Satchmo Armstrong
61 O.K. Corral fight.er
62 Cigarette: Slang
63 Used a London subway?
64 Eye infection:Var.

DOWN
I George Hemaan Ruth
2 Plant part

26

27

28

33
36
39

43

Why there are no famous Roman malhernaticians
62

Invoice
Mr. Mineo
Warmers
Collected fodder
Pete Sampras, for one
8 Neither partner
9 Before tee
10 American Beauty prize
11 Adpanels
12 Opaque gem
3
4
5
6
7

13 Sbcth

senses

18
Carta
22 Potted plants
23 Feels ill
24 Chicago team
25 Tyke
26 Prickly pears
27 Shun

28Menu
29Wigwam
31 Expression
32 Dimmed
34 Herb

Auociates E-Mail EDC@aolcom
P.O.B-Ox 461, Schenectady, NY 12309
&rOSSWOrdp,azk will be prt,,uli ;,, ,uxf r«~k's iSStll.

38 Kiss
40 Greek letter
41 Constellation
42 Bread dipping dish
45 Poured
47 Broadcasted
48 Misrepresent
49 Predicament
50 Off-Broadway award
51 Malec a mess of
52 Posterior
53 Fluctuate
54 Kind
56 Deli offering
57 Chit
58 _
ajudicata

Quotable Quote
"Dreading that climax of
all human ills
the inflammation of
his weekly bills. "

... Lord Byron

ADVERTISEMENT
INFORMATION
Advertisement information can be obtained
by contacting Terra Tusler, Advertising
Manager at 'filq:e ixpou:enf by phone, fax or
come by the office in the University Center,
room 104.
Telephone: 824-6090 Fax: 824-6096
Email: terratusler@hotmail.com

CLASSIFIEDS ARE FREE!
Classified ads in ~q:e ixpon:eut are free for
all UAH students, faculty, staff and alumni.
Contact '©:q:e ~xpon:eut, attention Jennifer
Sharp, Layout Editor at 824-6090 for more
information or bring your ad by our office
in room 104 of the University Center. You
can also contact ~q:e ixpou:enf office by fax
at 824-6096, or by . email at
sharpjl@email.uah.edu.
( Dead/mefar all dassrfreds lo l't' fumed m IS 110 fa Irr Jiran 4 p .m. on tire
Monday bt'farr !hr 11r.1. I paper 1s schrduled lo bi' pub!tshed. All frr'r
d115.~1fieds u•1/I runfar fll'O ll't'r'KS unll'SS othrni•J..<e spt'"C!/ini-1

